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Pupils may not have considered how road traffic accidents have an impact on the emergency services
or other bystanders who witness them. This clip would be a good prompt to discuss how accidents
can affect the wider community and the roles of the emergency services.

Road Racers: The Incident
Pupils could be asked if they think that the sentence is fair and if both drivers should have had the 
same sentence, as only one of them crashed. Pupils could be encouraged to think about the speeds 
at which the drivers were travelling and if they would have been going this fast if they were not racing 
each other.
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What is BBC Three Licence to Kill?

Motorcycle Crash: The Family 
Leah’s family are suffering without her and this could be the focus of a discussion by pupils. They 
could be asked to consider the range of emotions they would be going through or what they would 
say to Leah if they had the chance. Teachers could use this clip to show the devastating impact that 
car and motorcycle crashes can have on families and could encourage pupils to think carefully about 
how to be a safe passenger and driver. 

Car Crash: First Response Officer

This clip shows how reckless driving could change lives in a few seconds. Pupils could be asked 
what sentence the driver should receive and if the fact that he was breaking the law by speeding 
should make any difference. Pupils could consider if, as a young driver, he should be allowed to 
drive such a powerful car and if this may have contributed to the crash.

Car Crash: The Driver

This clip explores the rights and responsibilities of all drivers using public roads. Teachers could use
this clip to develop discussions about the responsibilities drivers have to each other. Pupils could be
prompted to think about how showing off whilst driving can cause harm to the driver as well as
considering the need for drivers to stay alert in case of reckless drivers. 

Ideas on How to Use the Clips in the Classroom

Motorcycle Crash: The Incident

Sophie Morgan presents a series of clips showing the shocking reality of driving in the UK. Having
become paraplegic following a car accident at 18, Sophie is uniquely placed to discuss the realities 
of dangerous and careless driving. 



The Driver who Killed her Boyfriend
Jayme was found guilty of causing a death through her driving but did not go to prison as the judge
felt that she had suffered enough. Pupils could be asked to consider if that judgement was fair. What
sentence would they impose on Jayme?

Friends of Lee have also called Jayme a murderer. How do pupils feel about this? Do you think
Jayme could have done anything to prevent the accident from happening?

Young People and Speed
The clip raises questions about the responsibilities of drivers to themselves, their friends and 
other road users. Teachers could use this clip to encourage pupils to think about the 
consequences of taking part in these races, including how a criminal record could affect their future. 
Pupils could be encouraged to think about who, other than the drivers, could be affected by a crash.

Breaking the Bad News
This could be used to encourage pupils to think about how they would feel if they were receiving 
such news or the impact on their families if they were involved in an accident. Pupils could be asked 
to discuss if racing or showing off in a car or on a motorcycle is worth the risk.
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Road Racers: Recovery and Justice
This clip could be used to start a discussion on the range of sentences available for drivers who 
cause crashes. Pupils could be asked if they feel the punishment is sufficient for the crime, 
especially given the long-term impact on the victims. Chris made the point that he will still be 
recovering when Nikash is released from prison. Pupils could be asked to decide if they think this
is fair or unfair and what they think an appropriate sentence would be.
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